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Abstract
In sub-Sahara Africa, periphery contributors exist in a liminal space. They are at once valorized and treated with suspicion by the local journalism and political fields. Valorization occurs when they engage with, and challenge, journalism from the global north, and the opposite occurs when they do the same for the local fields. Focusing on the former and not the latter is a disservice to the complicated and nuanced relationship these actors have with the journalism field and perpetuates a mythologized and romanticized narrative about the redemptive qualities of online platforms.
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1. Introduction

This thematic issue brings together scholars that focus on peripheral actors in journalism fields whose presence has expanded with the advent of social and mobile media platforms. These actors have played a vital role in reshaping the boundaries of the global media field. Yet what often counts as the global media field mainly constitutes the global north and much less often the global south. Concomitantly, the promise and optimism that captured global north scholars led to valorizing these actors as harbingers of change. Such optimism has spread into the scholarly understandings of how these actors operate within Africa, specifically those that are within the social media universe. We keep hearing about networked Kenyans and how they are positively influencing how the global journalism field (meaning fields from the global north) cover their country. Nevertheless, there is little to no research about how these actors interact with their national journalism field. Focusing on the external, and not the internal, is a disservice to the complicated and nuanced relationship that these actors have with the journalism field, while also perpetuating the mythologized and romanticized narrative about the redemptive qualities of online networks.

We know very little about how the journalism field works in African countries (Brisset-Foucault, 2009; Wahutu, 2017). Scholarship tends to approach Africa with pre-packaged solutions for problems they imagine journalism fields in African countries have. We know a lot about how to solve these pre-constructed problems rather than what these fields do (McIntyre & Sobel, 2018; Wahutu, 2018). Perhaps as a result of how little we know about African journalism fields, we have seen this same myopia seep into the discourse about ‘fake news’ in Africa, where theories and arguments developed in the global north are transposed onto African fields (see Wahutu, 2019a). While we are starting to see purposeful attempts to remedy this by conducting studies across multiple countries (see Wasserman & Madrid-Morales, 2019) and across multiple fields (Nothias & Cheruiyot, 2019; Nyabola, 2018a), there is space for more of this kind of work. Furthermore, there are very few scholarly outputs on how peripheral actors interact with na-
tional journalism fields in Africa (Atton & Mabweazara, 2011; Mabweazara, 2011a, 2011b; Mutsvairo, 2016; Nyabola, 2018a).

2. The Virtual Town Square

Building on this literature, this commentary focuses on two understudied types of actors in Kenya: 1) technologists in the news; and 2) networked Kenyans in the “virtual town square.” The first are peripheral actors such as web analytics managers, developers, and webmasters who play a marginal role in the news construction process by the national journalism field. This group of actors has been reluctantly accepted into the fold by only one news organization, a radio station—this in a country with more than 100 radio stations. That being said, this radio station is considered, and is happy to label itself, as catering to primarily affluent and affluent-adjacent audience members. Audiences of this radio station are more likely to know what is happening in New York or Miami than in a Kenyan town on the border with Somalia. Presenters speak in a variety of American and British tinged accents, and the focus is on news and information geared to those enmeshed in a conspicuous consumption approach to life. Nonetheless, these peripheral actors find themselves firmly ensconced within the journalism field in Kenya by their explicit connection to this one radio station.

The radio station has been at the forefront in including peripheral actors in the construction of news. However, even within this space, the organization has divided its actual physical space into two distinct zones, each with distinct cultures: One space, referred to as the “newsroom” internally, is staffed by the traditional news actors with traditional roles, while the other, referred to as “digital,” is where peripheral actors are located. Actors in the “digital” half refer to the content they produce as “soft news” or “features.” It is at this radio that the notion of tracking what readers read using analytics has become semi-embedded into the construction process, becoming part of the encoding structure of the organization (Hall, 1993). The ability for this station to carve out a niche and focus solely on it means that they are keen on not only finding out who their audience is, but also when and how they consume the news. What is perhaps interesting in this radio station is that the webmaster had greater access to the content published by the radio station compared to an editor who has access to stories only in their beat (Wamunyu, 2017).

The inclusion of peripheral actors in the process is less about expanding the field and more about the organization targeting a particular segment of the audience. The radio is not interested in being a “mass medium” in the traditional sense, and it prides itself in eschewing the “mass” approach and targeting those higher up or climbing up the socio-economic ladder. The IT head alluded to this by indicating that their readers often visited their pages during weekday working hours, indicating that their audience was in the office where they had stable internet connectivity (Wamunyu & Wahutu, 2019). Thus, the acceptance of webmasters and IT heads into the organization is not because online news consumption is typical in Kenya; rather, it is to help in ensuring that this subsection of the population is sufficiently tracked and catered for.

The second group of peripheral actors exists in what some call a virtual town square where members gather around salient issues, as constructed by hashtags, memes, trends, and politics (Kaigwa, 2017; Nyabola, 2018a, 2018b). We can think of this square as Russian nesting dolls, where a one virtual town square is likely to contain several more within it. Thus, the borders of the square can expand and contract while also being cross-cutting. It is in this square that we find actors such as bloggers and micro-bloggers (i.e., social media users). However, it is essential to point out that it is primarily relatively economically stable Kenyans that populate this town square. In the country affectionately referred to as the ‘silicon savannah,’ entry into the town square is limited to a select few. Ergo social media platforms are relatively niche products (Nyabola, 2018a, p. 101). It is therefore vital to remember that those that engage with the political or media fields, from within the square, represent a small minority in comparison to the population; they are a subsection of a subsection.

Indeed, few Kenyans have the technological know-how, the right technology, and access to be considered ‘contributors’ in any meaningful way. This is not to say that Kenyans are not technologically savvy, but rather that we should always be careful not to exaggerate the level of engagement with platforms. To become a denizen of this square requires a level of economic capital. Except for WhatsApp, most other platforms require an exorbitant amount of data to be active, which is not cheap. Thus, despite the much-heralded strength of peripheral actors from the Kenyan virtual town square, Nyabola (2018a) continues to remind us that existence in this square is limited to a chosen few. The minimum requirements for the entry are having a good internet connection, enough disposable income to purchase this internet—whether at home or on your mobile phone—and having the appropriate technology. These requirements, which act as a visa for entry, remain inaccessible to a vast majority of Kenyans.

3. Valorized or Marginalized Peripheral Actors?

Denizens of the square are valorized (quite rightly often) for their contributions to and engagement with fields in the global north, even by the national journalism and political fields. However, we must be cognizant that they can be vilified and marginalized within their own nations. Even as they are hailed as paragons of engagement with the global north, their engagement with the national journalism field invites nothing but suspicion (see Wamunyu, 2017; Wamunyu & Wahutu, 2019). This is in addition to the State clamping down on these ac-
tors by relying on superfluous notions of national security (Gyuracz, 2016; Muraya, 2019; Osée, 2019). The level of cognitive dissonance from the simultaneous valorization and mistreatment by the political and journalism fields is as disconcerting to watch as it is to think through. While hailed as exemplary in their engagement with foreign news organizations, they find themselves not only derided, but their rights are abrogated. This group of actors are essentially prophets without honor in their own home, existing in liminality (see Said, 1989).

One group of actors that captures this bifurcation of treatment is Kenyans on Twitter (#KOT); often hailed by both the State and the national journalism field as ‘defenders’ of Kenya’s image internationally. #KOT entered the world’s conscience with the hashtag #SomeoneTellCNN in 2012 in a pushback against CNN’s framing of a grenade attack Kenyans viewed as exaggerating the scale of the violence. As Nothias and Cheruiyot (2019) found, David McKenzie, who was credited with the story, would apologize soon after the hashtag appeared “among global trending topic” (p. 138). #SomeoneTellCNN resurfaced in 2013 when CNN’s Nima Elbagir covered a ‘militia group’ in Rift Valley, boldly, and woefully wrongly, predicting that violence would ensue during that election period. It showed up again in 2015 in a pushback against CNN’s framing of Kenya as a ‘terror hotbed’ two days before the arrival of United States President Barack Obama.

Within Kenya, #KOT is at the confluence of an informational moral panic, and a State that is increasingly intent on holding onto its paternalistic role as the informational gatekeeper. Thus, actors hailed as necessary when engaging with the global north find themselves treated with the suspicion of engaging in dis/misinformation in Kenya (Wamunyu & Wahutu, 2019). Despite such distrust, at least once a week, daily and weekly newspapers have a section for tweets and comments from other platforms (Kaigwa, 2017, p. 193). Television and radio shows routinely solicit tweets from audiences. Indeed, a major television station created a show called The Trend, which promotes itself as a show focused on things that have ‘trended’ throughout the week and bringing them to the television audiences.

4. Bringing Back the Global South in Peripheral Actors Studies

How do we explain the disjuncture in how the political and journalism fields treat #KOT? One reason may be that when peripheral actors tangle with the global north, they espouse and allow for commercial nationalism (see Nothias & Cheruiyot, 2019; Tuwei & Tully, 2017). When these actors reaffirm the amorphous notion of ‘Kenyanness’—driving a narrative of an engaged and modern citizenry that is highly networked and acting as watchdogs against the sullying of Kenya’s international image—they are welcomed into the fold. Subsequently, the journalism field views the square as a space that allows them to signal—albeit superficially and clumsily—engagement rather than as actors that contribute to the field’s primary aim of knowledge construction. It is when actors turn their gaze inwards towards the cozy relationship between the journalism and political fields, or push for the national journalism field to be more responsible in its coverage, or point to the State’s suppression of freedoms, that they are faced with suspicion and derision. It is at this stage that we can see a circling of the wagons by the journalism field. The field relies on journalistic norms as both a shield to deny actors entry but also a sword to push them back.

5. Peripheral Actors and Field Boundaries

Actors are not changing the boundaries of the journalism field. The Kenyan networked society did not necessarily move into “some sort of middle age” (Usher & Carlson, 2018, p. 107), where it is part of the taken for granted communication motif. We have a long way to go in understanding and appreciating the political economy within which these actors are immersed. One factor to consider would be why not more than one radio station—or perhaps even why no newspaper—has actively worked to inculcate peripheral actors in the construction process. A possible reason is that although scholarship keeps on praising Kenya on the accessibility of the internet, the journalism field recognizes that access should not be conflated with actually going online. There is a realization within the journalism field that very few people consume their news online because it is an expensive endeavor. Moreover, assuming online news consumption presupposes not only that the internet connection will be stable enough, but also that the consumer can comfortably read English, a colonial vestige. As a result of internet instability and high price, most Kenyans that consume their news online will do it while they are in their offices. The logic being that it is expensive to have internet at home, then one is better off using the office internet, a fact not unique to Kenya.

Even taking into account that Kenya is one of the global leaders in internet usage on mobile phones, there is the undeniable statistic that out of a country of 51.58 million people, only 13 million are active internet users (Namunwa, 2019). One of the critical factors in this paltry number is the high costs of data. With this in mind, many organizations within the field may feel that it is not financially feasible to bring in peripheral actors in the news construction process. In an interview conducted for a separate project, a sub-editor of one of Kenya’s leading newspapers (one of the largest media conglomerates on the continent outside of South Africa) recounted their exasperation with their organization’s unwillingness to not only be at the forefront of trying to make their online face user-friendly but also that they had refused to bring in people with the expertise to use web analytics to understand their papers’ audiences better (Personal communication, 2015).
When they are outward-facing and engaged in interactions with the world we are immersed in currently. In Kenya, we have seen the arrests of bloggers like Robert Alai and Cyprian Nyakundi on charges of publishing ‘alarming’ information. The irony is that Mr. Alai was awarded a State commendation in 2017 but has been arrested severally since. In 2016 alone, the Bloggers Association of Kenya claimed that 60 of its members were arrested for remarks made bearing no compunction, when not only arresting bloggers and micro-bloggers but also proposing laws that seek to curtail their rights and freedoms specifically.

Denizens turning the gaze inwards have also seen the invocation of national security and charges of promoting terror by the State. This charge has seen a steady rise in use by States on the continent in the post 9/11 world we are immersed in currently. In Kenya, we have seen the arrests of bloggers like Robert Alai and Cyprian Nyakundi on charges of publishing ‘alarming’ information. The irony is that Mr. Alai was awarded a State commendation in 2017 but has been arrested severally since. In 2016 alone, the Bloggers Association of Kenya claimed that 60 of its members were arrested for remarks made bearing no compunction, when not only arresting bloggers and micro-bloggers but also proposing laws that seek to curtail their rights and freedoms specifically. Even in 2019, the State in Kenya is trying to amend an amendment in 2017 but has been arrested severally since. 60 of its members were arrested for remarks made bearing no compunction, when not only arresting bloggers and micro-bloggers but also proposing laws that seek to curtail their rights and freedoms specifically.

Furthermore, while social media has grown across the continent, so too has the State’s adeptness in manipulating discourse in the town square; not to mention the State’s willingness to consider internet shutdowns. From the State’s perspective, these actors are only useful when their gaze and ire are trained towards the global north. When they are outward-facing and engaged in performing patriotic citizenship, the State has been more than happy to elevate denizens of the town square. It is these interactions that appear to have so enamored scholarship that focuses on the redemptive qualities brought about by the introduction of various social media platforms. Once denizens focus on issues within the country, the State has tirelessly worked to not only suppress any form of collective action but prosecuted those it deemed too dangerous. The State has been known to deploy an army of bots to drown out any form of critique against it that threatens to go somewhat viral.

Denizens turning the gaze inwards have also seen the invocation of national security and charges of promoting terror by the State. This charge has seen a steady rise in use by States on the continent in the post 9/11 world we are immersed in currently. In Kenya, we have seen the arrests of bloggers like Robert Alai and Cyprian Nyakundi on charges of publishing ‘alarming’ information. The irony is that Mr. Alai was awarded a State commendation in 2017 but has been arrested severally since. In 2016 alone, the Bloggers Association of Kenya claimed that 60 of its members were arrested for remarks made bearing no compunction, when not only arresting bloggers and micro-bloggers but also proposing laws that seek to curtail their rights and freedoms specifically. Even in 2019, the State in Kenya is trying to amend an already problematic Information and Communications Act. One of the more controversial amendments is the attempt to institute a licensing fee to “establish a social media platform” where social media platform is defined to include “blogging, social networking, document and data sharing repositories, [and] social media applications” (Parliament of Kenya, 2019). The bill proposes that when one creates a group on a platform, such as WhatsApp or ostensibly Facebook, they are supposed to inform Facebook that the group was formed. Failure to comply with this provision would lead to the administrator paying a fine of almost $2000 or being jailed for at most a year. Thus, the town square finds itself in a similar position to where the national journalism field was in the mid-aughts, with the State working towards constricting the space for expression while the rest of the world hails the facile strides the community has made internationally.

6. Conclusion

Taking the geographic boundedness of Africa seriously requires us to acknowledge that we know very little about how peripheral actors affect the boundaries of the journalism field within the continent. This is especially poignant when we consider that journalism fields in crucial African markets are bifurcated (Mare, 2013; Wahutu, 2019b); perhaps these peripheral actors have made inroads in both subfields. It is almost as though scholarship in this arena has been so eager to move away from Afro-pessimism discourse (Nothias, 2014) towards a blinding afro-optimist one. The result of this is a fundamental miscarriage of scholarly justice with regards to the nuances of the contributions by African peripheral actors to African journalism fields.
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